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FaaSt
Forecast as a Service

A distributed data sharing system for smart grid cooperation

The current project born during the GARR HackTheCloud Hackathon and it was the
result of an idea that arises from the current necessity of our electric grid and found

solutions in the usage of digital technologies and cloud communication infrastructures.
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Today, real-time energy information as prices, scheduled generation and demand, and ancillary
services are "jealously" shared between a set of restricted users, as grid operators or utilities.
Final users only can access historic information and operations are limited by usage of old fashion
technologies like fax or mails.

Nowadays, the need of advanced control, due to the complexity of the electricity grid manage-
ment, requires special care and centralization as also the usage of tested technology standards.
The cornerstone problem is that the sharing of high-quality data about the grid is not done in
real-time and is not capillary distributed. These advantages are nevertheless saw as the only
possibility to sustain an electric grid capable of flexibly adapt to new incoming sources of energy
as renewables or distributed energy resources as electric vehicles. Indeed, the unpredictability
and fluctuation of such new energy actors require a more responsive and adaptive grid. The
current method seems not adapt in satisfying this needs. Indeed they are slow, for example,
we only know how much we spend on electricity months later. Moreover, due to the non direct
communication interfacing, they do not allow to involve final users as a precious resource to
better manage the system both for their advantages and for the safeness of the grid.

Therefore, apart from the chosen devices and control algorithm, the need for the future
electric grid is the necessity of:

"designing a user-empowering architecture to quickly exchange and store grid opera-
tion conditions and information to a sparse set of actors from demand to supply."

This not only for the sake of grid management but also, and foremost, for final users, that,
empowered by smart-connected devices, could make choices to consume low-cost electricity or
to foster renewables usage and possibly contribute to distributive societal-benefits. As a direct
consequence of that, other services could be drastically enhanced, like, for example:

• A faster and low-cost energy billing

• A more transparent and reliable service

• And an instrument for empower consumers choices

Therefore,what is needed is a scalable data exchange protocol.
This was the reason motivating our idea in creating FaaSt, that stands for Forecast as a Service.
The system, sustained by the GARR’s cloud network, is a client-server infrastructure where IoT
devices communicate with a highly available cloud-system in order to create a real-time platform
for taking the most efficient decision, bounded to user’s chosen criteria, electric-grid constraints,
and especially sustainability incentives. Indeed, in the demo we developed we let a fictitious user
to choose its preferred criteria for power consumption - for example low-cost or greener energy.
His choices was possible thanks to certified data present in the cloud infrastructure we developed,
allowing him to carefully chose how to manage its energy. Everything is automatically handled
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by a set of initial criteria that one saved define the preferences of the users. Optimization was
directly handled by client-device without the need to bother the owner. Differently, information
uploading is incentivized by offering discounts in terms of energy bills. Therefore, the system
as a whole dynamically evolve thanks to user participation and offering a service always reliable
that make inclusion its point of strength.

Clearly, we aim to enhance the capability of this Proof of Concept by enabling more complex
interaction. Indeed more could be done thanks to available technologies. Possible examples are:

• Use machine learning technique for adapt dynamically to user’s lifestyle and previous data

• Insert a payment method for enable concept like energy as a service

• Offer a reliable service to grid operators for unlocking more precise monitoring.

Nonetheless, the vital requirement is a platform able to scale to an increasing set of connected
energy devices as electric vehicles, smart-meters, or others. Hence, this was aim of our first
approach to the problem with the desire of offering a real time service and giving energy a new
power. Clearly, we hope to continue our commitment in this idea and to see it capable of helping
our energy future.
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